R8

Clever design,
boundless creativity
The R8 series combines unique design with highspec finish and excellent performance. Thanks to
the various lengths, lumen packages and installation
options, the R8 provides you with the freedom to
illuminate your spaces in a creative way.

Adds value to any space
The refined design adds architectural value to the R8 series in the most diverse
environments: entrance halls, conference rooms or showrooms, businesses,
schools, stores and hospitals. Thanks to the different lumen packages – from
1450 to 5400 lumen – the luminaires can be used for both accent and general
lighting.
Unique design with high-spec finish
With a diameter of a mere 80 mm the R8 boasts an elegant design. The
HaloOptics® diffuser in satin-anodised polycarbonate ensures uniform
lighting, without dark areas. The luminaire itself is a fully sealed unit. The
sleek end caps perfectly suit the optics and the narrow aluminium housing
seamlessly aligns with the contour of the optics. Driver and cables have
become nearly invisible.

With a diameter of a mere 80 mm the R8 boasts a slim, elegant design.

Boundless creativity
The R8 provides you with the freedom to design the lighting in your spaces
playfully and creatively. The luminaires are available in several lengths
(787, 1162 and 1542 mm) and can be installed in numerous ways – surfacemounted or suspended, linked or individual, horizontal or vertical. So give
free reign to your creative imagination!
Thanks to a specially developed connector, the R8 luminaires can be linked
together into a continuous light line. Upon request, the R8 series can also
be delivered as an uninterrupted light line up to 3 m long. As standard,
suspended luminaires can be up to 2m long. Longer suspension lengths are
available upon request.

Thanks to a connector, you can link the R8 luminaires together into a light line.

Range
R8 luminaires are available in 3 lengths and 6 lumen packages, in
surface-mounted and suspended versions.
1542 mm

A sustainable choice
The low power consumption and long service life of LEDs also
make the R8 a sustainable choice. The luminaires’ high output
– up to 131 lumen per Watt – cuts down on your energy
consumption. And after 50,000 burning hours you can still
count on 98% of the initial luminous intensity. Depending on
the length or the lumen package chosen, versions with UGR
<22 or UGR <25 are available.

1162 mm

Integrated emergency lighting
R8 luminaires can be fitted with an emergency unit. In this way
you combine lighting and emergency lighting in one and the
same luminaire. Luminaires with integrated emergency lighting
feature a larger technical compartment.
787 mm

1500 lm (UGR <22)
2500 lm (UGR <25)

2500 lm (UGR <22)
4500 lm (UGR <25)

3500 lm (UGR <22)
5500 lm (UGR <25)

Unique design, exceptional performance
Mood lighting and general lighting
For representational spaces
Whimsical and creative
Emergency lighting as special
Low energy consumption, long service life
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